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Student data
is accessible
on Internet

,

http://www.cwu.edu/-observer

Crime
rates raise
questions

"I was really pleased with how the evening flowed
and I was glad to see a good student turnout."
- Chris Hull, general manager of the 'Burg

by Steve Al/wine
Staff reporter

by Kevin Tighe
Staff reporter
The "Wildcat Information Network (WIN)" is offi. cially online. WIN al}Q~s _ students to manage their
grades, financial· aid and tuition balances online, at
win.cwu.edu. The site is accessible from anywhere· on
the internet, not just op campus.
"Finally! The college does something right!" sophomore Shawn Cooper said.
Community colleges and other four-year universities
have used a system similar to WIN for years now.
Many students c;oming from other colleges were getting frustrated with the touchtone ·solution on campus.
They were used to the simplicity and convenient online
access that they had at other institutio.ns.
Systems Analyst and Programmer for Computing and
Telecommunication Services (CTS) Ste_ve Varga, running
operations for WIN, along with Crystal Wang, programmer for CTS, developed the software over the summer to
coordinate with the campus network, so that all data seen
by a student online is the exact data that faculty are working with.
"This could be considered just a start 'to WIN," Varga
said.
-Over the sumll)er, Varga found a way for WIN to
work with a third party program to avoid a direct connection to PeopleSoft, when it is implemented.
PeopleSoft is a new data entry program now operational throughout campus for managing personnel, operations and student information.
If Varga's budget allows, he would like to purchase
software that would allow PeopleSoft to work directly
with WIN. When completed, Varga explained, more features can be added.
"We ~ant to expand what we just put out in the coming months, but budget restrictions and cuts may delay
this," Carolyn Wells, registrar, said.
Wells said CTS was worried about the security of
Central's network and wanted to make sure that WIN's
services would not fail onc;e released to students outside
of Central.
VaJga said that the security of the Microsoft server
that WIN was running on presented problems. Systems
have since been changed.
The online service displays students' _quarterly
grades, schedules, financial records and financial aid.

The significance of campus
crime reports to the U.S .. Department
of Education is debatable, according·
to CWU administrators.
"I think that the_particular~tate
ment [about the U.S. Department of
Education's rates of rape at Central
vs. University of Washington] is
inaccurate and misleading,"Gail
Farmer, director of the Wellness
Center, said. "The fact that we have
these people coming to us reflects
the great job of the sexual assault
response policy, and our problemsoiving team."
Since 1998, The U.S. Department
of
Education,
Office
of
Postsecondary Education, mandates
that 6000 colleges and universities
report crime rates. By Oct. 1 each
year, a· school is required to publish
and distribute an annual campus
security report to all current students
and employees. Reports from
U.S. campuses are also posted at
www.ope.ed.gov/security/.
The
reports include all criminal offenses
reported to campus security authori_,
ties or local police agencies. The
data does not necessarily reflect
prosecutions or convictions for
crime.
"We were concerned of the numbers and if they are indeed correct
numbers," Jerilyn Mcintyre, CWD
president, said Monday.
"Our main goal is to increase
awareness fo sexual assault and prevention," Farmer said. "I think that it
is a very positive aspect of the article."
·"I think what we are looking for
here is a balance of information,
going out to the students," David

all

Andrea VanHorn/Observer

Mark Anderson of Public Relations and Marketing (left), President
Jerilyn Mcintyre (center) and Provost David Soltz {right) review student's comments that were made at the fireside chat on .Monday.

Inaugural ·fireside chat
covers campus issues
by Jamie Emmons
Staff reporter
The first of three fireside chats with
President Jerilyn Mcintyre took place
Monday evening at the president's private
residence. Twelve students came to the chat
to share a personal e.vening with the presi-

dent and to ask questions regarding Central
and the administration.
The president was one of five on a panel
to answer the students' questions. The other
members of the panel. were David Soltz,
provost and senior vice president for academic affairs; Charlotte Tullos, vice president.
S~e

FIRESIDE, Page 4

See CRIME, Page 2

Power outages will le~ve parts of campus dark next week
Bouillon, Kamala, Lind,
Nicholson Pavilion, StephensWhitoey, Tunstall Dining Hail
and other buildings will be
affected by power outages in
the next two weeks

by Jac9ulyn Diteman ,
Staff reporter
Many ·central Washington University
students who live on campus should plan on
exploring Ellensburg or hitting the library
this weekend and next weekend.
In order for Facilities Management to
finish its phase two electrical upgrade
power will be o~t in most areas of campus

at sometime during the upcoming week~
ends.
From 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday, Nov.
l 0, Muzzall Hall and Courson Conference
Center will be without electricity.
Courson will be down again from 6 a.m.
to 2 p.m. this Sunday.
"I-think I'll go home or have my girlfriend come hang out in the dark wiMi. me,"
Mike Kraynak, sophomore law and justice

major, .said. "I just don't know what to do
about my food."
Next weekend will bring the more widespread power outages. From 5 a.m. to 6
p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 17, the following
buildings will be without power: Barge,
Bouillon, Courson, Kamola, Lind, Mail and
Duplicating, McConnell, Mitchell, Munson,

See OU7ACES, Page 2 ·
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The cobbles that Wobble ...

Lind Hall roofing ma~erial requires replacement
by Jamie Emmons
Staff reporter

David Burnett/Observer

It is difficult for astronomy students to use the telescopes
on the roof of Lind Hall. The brick pavers that were used
to remodel the roof can shake and cause vibration.

The brick paver stones that were
used to refurbish the student accessible part of the roof on Lind Hall have
been found to be unstable and wobbly. The Lind Hall roof was recently
remodeled, and the area of the roof
that physics students use for astron~
my lab classes and where public
viewing sessions take place was
inc;luded in the remodel.
"I think the problem was poor
planning," Palmquist said. "People
didn't know the usage that the roof
got and the things we do on the roof,
they thought that we just go from the
top of the steps to the observatory
dome and that is not the case."
Twice a week, the roof is accessible for students during their lab sessions and at least once a month the
public is invited up on the roof for

viewing sessions sponsored by the.
physics department.
In order to use a telescope safely
and securely, the ground where the
telescope sits must be stable. When
students use telescopes on an uneven
roof, they aren't able to see what they
need to through the telescope and
they run the risk of having the telescopes knocked over.
,"Even just a little bit of wobble
causes movement in the field of
view," Bruce Palmquist, physics
department chair said. "Some students · are up there taking pictures
with a CCD camera, and if they get
just the slightest amount of vibration,
that ruins their picture."
Facilities Management worked
with Pacific Tech Construction on
the Lind Hall roof remodel and they
did not contact the physics department when they decided to use the
brick paver blocks on the roof.

"There were three members of the
physics faculty here last summer ani.
they never asked us what we wantecr
for roofing material," Sharon Rosell,
assistant professor of physics said.
"They planned what to use in
September when · we were all on
vacation."
Facilities Management said t~
architect selected what he believed
would be the best system for the roof,
but the bricks will stay loose and
uneven for a month or so while they
settle in.
In the meantime Faciliti e4~
Management is working on finding
rubber mats that the physics department can use to span the gaps in the
paver stones, but have yet to come up
with an acceptable mat.
The student accessible portion of
the roof may need to be replaced ne
spring or summer if a suitable solution isn't found.

CRIME: Vehicle prowls and theft
rates down, burglary Up since 1991
_and vehicle prowls)."
According to the campus police department, vehicle
prowls on campus have been reduced to 26 incidents in
Saltz, provost and senior vice president for academic 2000, a quarter of the rate three years ago. There were six
affairs, said at the Fireside chat Monday. "The crime sta- vehicle thefts in 1998, three in 1999, and six in 2000.
tistics ... can be looked at in a number of different ways . . The theft rate in·2000 was the second lowest rate in ten
If you get down to the details of the cases you can see that years, with 200 reported incidents. The 39 reported burour police service department is doing a great job."
glaries in 2000 was the second highest burglary rate in the
The total number of forcible sex offenses reported to past ten years.
Central campus police in .the past three years is 11.
"We're getting awareness out there on what to do,
Western had six forcible sex offenses and Eastern seven, even self-defense classes. We are trying to do an educaaccording to the Department of Education. Last year, tional program and at the same time, not scare people,"
Central reported four forcible sex offenses.
Mcintyre said.
"It was an unfair look at crime on campus, because it
The Wildcast Wellness Center is currently researching
qo~sn't tell the whole story," Steve Rittereiser, chief of
a new approach for their sexual assault program, and is
campus police, said. "We wish that the story had includ- undergoing weekly testing panels to judge its· effectiveed a lot more information, particularly about the signifi- ness. The empowerment center offers quarterly safety
cant reduction of more common crimes (theft, vandalism seminars to educate students.

Continued from page 7

Rapes reported to Campus. Police at Central
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"Married for one cfay ... so far .. .so goocf.
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Information courtesy of Campus Police

Safe Ride Escort Service
899-0394
Sunday
Monday-_T hursday
Friday-Saturday

9:30pm-11 :~Opm
8:30pm-12:30am
9:30pm-3:00am

It is the policy of Safe Ride to take students home.
We do not take students to parties or the bars. ·

Linder
CHIROPRACTIC
MYRON H. LINDER, D.C.
SANDY LINDER, D.C.

"Professio·nal Health Care
with a Personal Touch!''

Safe Ride will pick up students anywhere on campus,
as well as take students to and from the bus station .

..'A[[ tfieme

1720 Canyon Rd. Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509)962-8030 or (800)533-0822 Fax (509)962-8031
Visil our Website: http://www.innatgoosecreek.com
E-mail: goosecrk@ellensburg.com

Safe Ride will pick students up from the bars,
however, we cannot take you there!

Massage Therapy Available
Insurance· Personal Injury
Labor & Industries • Medicare

962-2570_
Located Close to Campus

:. 1011 N. Alder St., Ellensburg

~:
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BOD discusses Wellness Center programs
Quality of Life promote student bealth
quarterly fees
"'

'

.

...

by Amanda Hickman
Staff reporter

by Kevin Tighe
Staff reporter
Tuition increases for next year, a new SUB and recreational center
and a presentation from the Wildcat Wellness Center were center stage
at the ASCWU Board of Directors qJeeting, Tuesday. ,
Wellness Center staff voiced an opinion about an article published
in the Observer on rape and crime on campus.Wellness Center Director
Gail Farmer wanted ·to make sure that the facts that were stated in the
article were interpreted correctly.
Comparing the statistics with other colleges in the Northwest,
Farmer said she believed the numbers are easily taken out of context
and that students report cri_mes more at Central than at other schools.
Farmer said her program was working (ie: victims reporting incidents), which could contribute to the high numbers.
Reggie Ramey, vice president for Political Affairs, outlined the
Washington State Higher Education Committee's discussion' on tuition
increases. The state is looking at nearly $.1 billion in budget cuts for.
next year and some see a state tuition increase as the only way to make
up for this loss.
Nothing h~s been voted on or committed to, however, rumors of a
IO to 12 percent increase in tuition is at stake. Meetings ·will be conducted at a number of colleges around the state in the coming months.
"Something like this would have to go through the Washington
State Legislature," Ramey said.
The proposed new Student Union Building and Recreational facilities is already in the works. The BOD has chosen BJSS Contractors.
Projects by this firm have been completed at Seattle University and the
University of Washington.
The two buildings will cost $60 million dollars. The recreational
building will b~ completed in 2004, and students will begin paying an
additional $95 per quarter fee when construction is through. The-new
student union building is scheduled to be completed in 2006, when students will begin paying an additional $65 per quarter fee.
About half of over 1600 students surveyed last March said they
would like the recreation building built first. The other people surveyed either wanted the student union building built first or no new
buildings at all.
"The board feels confident in making this SUB Rec facility into a
reality," Dustin Stahl, president for the board of directors, said. "We
will continue to keep students informed tgroughout the process."
Regular BOD meetings are held in the SUB pit on Tuesday afternoons at 3:30 p.m.
,

alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks,
have a full stomach and know how to
keep tabs.
This year, students, faculty and
"The whole basis behind the
staff were asked. to sign a "Six Pack Wellness Center is to promote
of Common Sense" and "Don't Blow healthy and safe decisions," Cody
It" ·pledge involving ·tips on how to Herrington, junior, public relations,
reduce high risk drinking choices. said. "Signing the pledge, for me,
Th~ 150 people who signed the
wasn't really about drinking or not
pledge agree to stay under a blood drinking; it's to show others tha_t we
alcohol level of .08 or less while are responsible and make healthy,
1
drinking.
smart decisions."
Every year, the third week of
Alcohol awareness, prevention
October brings National Alcohol and wellness promotion programs
Awareness Week. lt is also a time· are offered year round at the
when the Central Washington Wellness Center.
University Wellness Center pl~ces an
Other ·programs offered by the
extra emphasis on alcohol prevention Wellness Center, range from issues
and wellness promotion throughout about body image, eating disorders,
campus.
stress management, mental health
"Research shows that when you counseling and fitness.
can keep your blood alcohol level
The Wellness Center also adminu11der a .08, the positive aspects .of isters the Safe Ride Program.
drinking are highlighted while very
The Wellness Center is now lookfew negative ones are," Gail Farmer, ing towards the "Great American
director of the Wellness Center, ,said. Smoke Out," a national campaign
"If you keep your blood alcohol level encouraging people to stop smoking
under a .08, you are likely to make for a day. The "Great American
better choices."
Smoke Out" happens on Nov. 15.
The legal drinking limit for peoThe Wellness Center is also
ple over the age of 21.is .08.
preparing for AIDS Awareness Week
"It is illegal and against state and that begins on Nov. 26. AIDS ·
university policies for anyone under Awareness Week will consist of
21 to drink. We are not encouraging spaghetti feed at Cafe Eden, presendrinking, rather, we are educating," tations, information booths, and a
Farmer said.
day of reflection.
The "Six Pack of Common
For additional information about
Sense" was designed to give stu- the "Great American Smoke Out,"
dents, faculty and staff helpful tips AIDS Awareness week, alcohol
on how to maintain safe blood alco- awareness, prevention and/or other
hol levels.
wellness programs, contact Gail
Suggestions in the "Six Pack" Farmer or Christina Handy . at 963.
include: pace your drinks, alternate 3213.

The 26th Annual

EFAIR

Holiday Arts, Crafts, Music and Food!

DAYBREAK NATURAL FOODS, INC.
307 N. Pine St.

962-8250

yoga supplies
. mcense
unique handmade gift items
cold &flu remedies
specialty teas
organic beer &wine
protein diet products

~ _J_!)~ _!~ ~!._~e~ ~~~ll~D!_~ ~~- ~
Wednesday, November 28

Friday, November 30
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Thursday, Nov.ember 29

Saturday, December 1
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Samuelson Union Building

p
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New ombudSperson will mediate
complaints,_ brainstorm solutions
by Greg Dawson
Staff reporter
Central Washington University has a new Ombuds
Office to be the first place to turn to with concerns or
complaints. President Jerilyn Mcintyre has appointed
Donna Kramer as the Ombudsperson. . Mcintyre has
added the Ombuds Office to be the first to offer advice
and assistance with complaints.
Kramer has an extensive background in related work.
She has worked in national and international mediation,
reconciliation and conflict resolution. She has worked for
the non-profit Earthstewards Network, and is currently
contracted by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and the U.S. Postal Service. She is also a
contracted federal ediator
"I am honored to be the ombudsperson here at
Central," Kramer said.
As the ombudsperson, Kramer is open to complaints
from Central students (other than student to student
issues), faculty or staff. The Ombuds Office advocates
fair and equitable process, rather than any person or
party.
"I want the people to know that the Ombuds Office is
all about a confidential, neutral, informal ·place to bring
your concerns," Kramer said. The office has been busy
since its implementation in September and Kramer is

pleased that people know the
office is here.
The Ombuds Office operates
independently, as a supplement to
existing administrative and formal grievance processes. Kramer
does not act as an advocate for
either side in a dispute, and has no
formal decision making authority.
The office can be of assistance
in many ways such as assisting
Donna Kramer
two parties with an inter-personal
dispute, brainstorming solutions for a problem, coaching
an individual on how to deal with ·a difficult situation,
facilitating group meetings, mediating disputes, or referring individuals to another, more appropriate venue for a
concern.
"I do not have authority to solve any issues, but I can
assist individuals or groups through the process of seeking resolution and give people a safe place to voice their
concerns," Kramer said.
The office cannot help if the object of the complaint is
outside the jurisdiction of the Governing Council, if there
exists a means for the resolution of the complaint in other
university offices or if the complaint or grievance is covered by a collective agreement.

FIRESIDE: Students ask President's

Cabinet questions at ~iscussion
Continued from page 1
for student affairs and enrollment
management; Rich Corona, interim
vice president for business and financial affairs; and Dan Jack, director of
the Central alumni association.
Questions to the panel ranged
from how the school plans to keep
. the large freshman class at Central in
coming years to why skateboards are
not an acceptable mode of transportation on campus.
"We are really going to look at
the statistics and see the reasons why
students leave C~ntral," Tullos said,
"We are trying to understand exiting
behavior at Central and we will be
programming accordingly."
Corona discussed parking issues
and how Central is dealing with limited parking space. He said a parking
garage is not an option for Central
because the state has not allocated
money to build it and parking per-

mits would cost several hundred dollars a quarter.
Another topic was the recent
story in the Observer
,
"We don't want any crime to go
unreported," Corona said. "What that
means is, these reported crimes
might show up on the statistics that
you see, but it is important to note
that a crime that is never reported
will never be solved."
President Mcintyre also said that
a partnership between the communication department and KYVE public
·television in Yakima could still be a
possibility.
If students cannot be in the actual
studio audience, Chris Hull, general
manager of The 'Burg, encourages
them to call in to ask their questions.
A student called _in to ask about
the Desert Storm tuition waiver and
about university vehicle traffic on
campus, particularly during heavy
foot traffic times, such as between

classes.
Tullos asked the caller to meet
with her to discuss qualifications for
the tuition waiver, and gave her
phone number on the air. Corona
said the university vehicles that drive
through campus try to schedule their
driving times so they do not coincide
with class times. Corona also said
that most of the vehicles are driving
through campus for a reason.
"I think it went really well," Hull
said. "I was really pleased with how
the evening flowed and I was glad to
see a good student turnout."
The 'Burg hosted the fireside chat
at the president's house. ·Two more
chats are planned for this academic
year for Feb. 4, 2002 and April 18,
2002. Students are invited to the
fireside chats. If they can't attend,
they are encouraged to call in with
any questions they may have.
For more information, contact
Chris Hull at 963-2282.

Police Briefs
Compiled by Steve Allwine
Staff reporter
Food False Fire alarm
5:38 p.m. Oct. 29
In a third floor kitchen of
Davies Hall, a fire alarm was
tripped. Officers discovered students cooking and the scent of
cooked food.
Purse Theft
6:26 p.m. Oct. 29
A female student, 18, was in
her aerobics class when her pur~e
was believed to have been
grabbed. She placed her purse on
the floor and when she got back,
it was gone. The purse was recovered at Nicholson Pavilion with
$40 in cash missing.
Theft
10:15 p.m. Oct. 29
A 20-year-old woman came
home to find· items had been
taken out of her home over the
weekend. The items reported
stolen included glasses, a mug
and a jacket. No signs of forced
entry were found.
Recovered bike
1:22 p.m. Oct. 30
A student found his bike mysterious1y locked on the east side
of the Psychology Building. He
informed officers that the bike
was indeed his. Officers looked
up the bike registration number

and returned .the bike.
Civic Vandalism
4: 10 p.m. Oct. 31
A 19 year-old female student
reported that her vehicle, a 1987
Honda Civic, was keyed in the N19 lot. It had been unattended for
two days a'!d suffered several
hundred dollars in damage.

Vehicle Prowl
2:45 p.m. Nov. 2
The owner of a 1983 Toyota
Supra found a window was broken out, CD player taken and
dash damaged. The incident
occurred in the J-8 lot, damage is
close to $600.
Keyed Vehicle
5:30 p.m. Nov_ 2
A 1994 Pontiac sedan was the
victim of a keying on the top of ,
the trunk. The perpetrator is
unknown.
20 year-old MIP
12:50 a.m. Nov. 3
Officers responded to a possible alcohol overdose in Stephens.Whitney hall. They found a 20
year-old man throwing up in the
bathroom. He admitted to consuming a large amount of liquor.
Paramedics examined him and
found he Was not suffering from
an overdose. He was issued an
MIP citation .

ROTC
holds ·vigil
.
. for veterans
.

Veterans who have served the
United States will not be forgotten this coming Veterans Day.
Central Washington University's
Air Force ROTC senior class will
stand guard in front of Barge Hall
from 5 p.m., Nov. 10 until 5 p.m.
Nov. 11 in remembrance of veterans. Visitors are encouraged and

an ROTC representative will be
present to answer questions.
Visitors are asked to bring
food donations for the cadets.
This will be the only food the
cadets are allowed for 24 hours.
A list of Washington veterans
and Vietnam Wall etchings will
also be on display.

Observer
Online

Peace Corps
recruiters-will visit

Central Washington University
Tuesday, November 13
It's not too early to think about life after college! What
are your plans? If you are interested in chalrenging
yourself in a unique overseas environment and want
to apply your skills to grassroots progi-ams, stop by
and check us out!

Information Table
70:00 am to 3:00 pm
SUB lobby

Slide Show and Q&A ·
Noon to 7:00 pm
. SUB, Yakama Room

www.peacecorps.gov
(800) 424-8580

IF YOU THINK ANIGHT
IN AFOXHOLE IS TOUGH,
TRY ALIFETIME IN· ACUBICLE.

Brent Rucker, online
staff reporter, documents
his summer travels in
Europe ... Get connected.

cwu .edu/-observer

The U.S. Army offers 212 different career opportunities
in fields ranging from med.icine, construc~ion and law
enforcement to accounting, engineering and intelligence.
You'll be trained. Then you'll use those skills from the
first day on the job. It's a great way to start moving in
the direction you want to go.

a

Find One of 212 Ways to Be A Soldier
at GOARMY.COM
or call 1-800-USA-ARMY.
Contact your local recruiter.
And we'll help you find what's best for you.

•LOANS •TRADE
+BUY
+SELL
lU N. MAIN
968 -GUNS KITTITAS
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New information technology
specialization replaces AMBE
by Amanda Hickman
Staff reporter
The Administrative Management and Business
Education (AMBE) department has been renamed. It is
now known as the Information Technology and
Administrative Management (ITAM) department.
The name and curriculum change was approved by the
President's Cabinet on Aug. 14.
The Information Technology specialization prepares
students for jobs in web design, spreadsheet and database
management, multimedia presentations, desktop publishing and network administration.
According to the National Science Foundation, virtually every industry has a shortage of employees with
information technology skills.
"The U.S. Office of Technology conducted a study
which identified a high demand for information technology professionals," V. Wayne Klemin, ITAM chair, said.
"This major also keeps Central Washington University up
with the times by providing visibility and viability on

building of O}tr pwn to:
, share · ?.Witp' ,. .em;11
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vice president for
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brazier®

Joe, Molly and Annie Morrow

Blizzard

99¢

o~~
• ................................ .
-at 10th & Alder and West Interchange-

We'll pay for your-donation!
Please donate blood-plasma.
Thousands of people need your blood-plasma donation today.
We'll pay you

$50 for your first 2 donations.

Please call 457-7878 or stop by 502 W. Nob Hill Blvd.
for more information .
Thousands of people thank you for your blood-plasma donation .

(l)seraCare
Saving /ives ... one donation at a time.

.

campus."
The ITAM department also offers specialization in
retail management and technology, fashion merchandising, business and marketing education, and administrative management.
"The reasons for the curriculum change were based on
several things," Klemin said. "Feedback from student
internships, follow-up of alumni data, advisory committee input, national research data and the articulation with
community _colleges all played a part in the decision."
Students should note that all computer application
courses now have the IT prefix, not the former ADMG
prefix.
The general education course IT l 01, Computer
Applications, replaces ADMG 101. It is the same course
with a new prefix.
Current and prospective students are ~ncouraged to
explore the course and program offerings at
www.cwu.edu/-itam or by calling the Information
Technology and Administrative Management department
at (509) 963-2611.
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The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 '"'.ords .
All letters must include your name and phone nu'mber for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be acc~pted from an
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL,
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax at (509)
963-1027.

President Mcintyre's salary increase
raises questions of timing, not her.
worthiness
The Board of Trustees seems to be out of touch with the financiaJ.realities here at Central. This was made obvious at the Oct. 5
meeting, where they approved a $23,000 salary increase for
President Mcintyre.
People have raised concerns regarding this decision by the BOT.
Jean Hawkins, who wrote a letter to the editor in this issue, isn't so
much addressing the issue of worthiness on the part of President
Mcintyre but rather the issue of equality throughout the university.
Why didn't the BOT take a little longer to think about these
issues? Some of these concerns came from President Mcintyre herself.
The BOT began the whole decision making process in July,
when President Mcintyre's annual evaluation took place. In a meeting a couple months later President Mcintyre told Gwen Chaplin,
chair of the BOT, that she didn't know if she would be able to accept
the raise because of her concerns with the. timing. Yet, the BOT
went ahead and gave her the m.oney.
We're all stiH feeling the effects of the budget cuts that were
made last year. Many places here on campus are. desperately in need
of money. Some of the effects of this have been classes being cut,
delaying students' progress to a degree. The small class sizes, something that Central has always prided itself on, are steadily increasing, and there ~re also longer wait lists to get into classes. The
$23,000 raise would only make a dent in these problems, but it is
something. It would, at the very least, be a symbolic gesture that
would tell Central where the priorities are.
The BOT didn't seem-to take into account what this raise could
mean for the morale at Central. The trustees just seemed to sit back
and make their decision without confidering any of the ramifications it could have on the climate here.
People have offered both negative and positive responses to this
salary increase. The positive responses concern the appreciation for
President Mcintyre and what she has done for this university. The
negative responses have questioned the judgment of the BOT. The
issue is not whether President Mcintyre deserves the raise. Most
people would agree she does. But a number of faculty deserve a
raise, as well as departments that have cut adjunct positions.. and
class~s. Keeping her salary at par with other state university presidents is important. If we want to keep President Mcintyre here we
need to give her a reason to stay. However, Central is,' and has been,
· facing some serious financial issues. No matter how much President
Mclnty.re deserves a raise, it simply is not the right time. The BOT
should have recognized that. The fact that they didn't is troubling.
Do they know what is happening on campus?
-Bevin Parrish
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Student says "CWU needs to
prioritize its fees"
Dear Editor,
Ahh, the invigorating topic of fees at Central
Washington University. I am happy to say that last year
was my final year at CWU, and I too paid my $25 for
a simulated leather diploma cover, and the opportunity
to wear a funny looking hat and maroon dress. Like
Ms. Parrish, I a,gree that some fees are necessary.
However, others are frivolous and a tremendous waste
of money.
During my four years at CWU, I never once set foot
in the Health and Counseling Center (HCC) to partake
in their services. Yet quarter after quarter--twelve of
them to be exact--! paid my $45 for their services.
That's $540--more than half of a quarter's tuition spent
on services I never once used. I don't know exact figures on HCC usage, but assuming that only half of the
.students use the center, over the course of four years,
the HCC budget has the potential of gaining $2.5 million in revenue ($540 x 4500 students) that does not
directly benefit the students who pay the fees. Then
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there's the Athletic fee, which I won't even bother
touching.
CWU needs to prioritize its fees, and focus more on
services that serve the student body as a whole. Fees
like the technology fee, which provides computer services to all students at CWU, and the proposed Super
SUB/Quality of Life Building/Insert-newest-namehere fee. In a nutshell: dump the u~eless fees that only
benefit a few people ... then, start focusing on how the
issues at hand can be dealt with--crime, increasing
class sizes," and the ever-present decreasing enrollment
trends.
Yours truly,
Colin Walker

"Important totals" Were
unmentioned in th.e story
Dear Edi tor,
The front-page story last week about crime statistics highlighted problems of burglary, rape and robbery
.
.
.

See LETTERS, Page 7
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t ·ETIERS:
Issues include crime, statistics and money
Continued from Page 6 ,
on campus. Unfortunately, the campus community didn't get
the whole picture.
Of the 39 burglaries reported jn 2000, only four were forced
entry. The rest occurred through unlocked doors with minimal
property loss. Ten of them occurred in one day during a summer
conference when small amounts of money were stolen out of 10
unlocked rooms in the same residence hall. So far in 2001 there
have been 31 burglaries, far from a "disturbing trend."
Since 1988, rapes on campus per year have been as low as 0
and as high as four. So far in 2001 there have been three rapes
reported. Since 1993, the campus police have featured a program called the "Sexual Assault Response Commitment." This
program has been recognized by statewide organizations as one
of the most progressive in encouraging the reporting of rape
cases. We .all know this crime is under-reported and police statistics of rape never tell the whole story. However, increased
reporting· tells us that a community has a high level of trust in
its police department.
One robbery has occurred since 1988. It happened last year.
A person was walking near the Language and Literature building and was approached by two , men demanding money.
Nothing was taken and no injuries ~ccurred. The two men were
arrested 12 hours. later for the attempted robbery.
There are other important totals thai:- went unmentioned.
Theft for the past 10 years has averaged 216 cases per year. Last
year there were 136 cases. So far this year there have been 142
theft cases. Vandalism for the last IO years has averaged 146
cases per year. In 2000, there were 122 cases of vandalism. So
far in 2001 there have been 75. Vehicle prowls, which hit a high
of 101 in 1998, shrunk to 26 cases in 2000, an all-time low. This
year there are currently 28 cases. These are clearly the types of
incidents a student is more likely to experience. The trend of
crime rates in these categories is declining.
Still, there are no fences around the university that separate
it from the crimes that occur throughout our state and nation.
We want people to take advantage of the educational opportunities about crime and risk that"are available in residence hall
presentations, forum and discussions. Mos of all, the university
encourages persons to report crimes, suspicious activity and any
other unusual circumstances, to the police in a timely manner. A
properly informed community is important to our community
policing and crime prevention efforts at Central Washington
University.
Sincerely,
Richard E. Corona
Interim Vice President
Business and Financial Affairs
1

Statistics didn't tell the whole story
Dear Editor,
As always, statistics do not tell the whole story.
Comparing crime rates at state universities and colleges is
comparing apples and oranges. Several factors influence not
only the occurrence of crime, but also the reporting of crime.
CWU does more to encourage its student community to report
crime than many other agencies do. Some agencies operate with
the philosophy that if the crime is not reported, the crime did not
occur, the campus is deemed "safer" and more likely to attract
students. The CWU Department of Public Safety and Police
Services does not subscribe to that philosophy. The act of not
reporting a crime doesn't make the ramifications from the bl,lrglary, assault or rape go away. It does, however, create a false
sense of security for others and does nothing to provide law
enforcement with information to use to target certain types of
crime.
I don't know how many of you have had the opportunity to
read the Sexual Assault Response Commitment generated by
CWU police services. It outlines 10 promises each and every
person in CWU police services makes to a victim of sexual
assault. The reason for implementing this commitment was to
encourage victims to report the crime of sexual assault more
openly, with the philosophy that a crime that is not reported cannot be properly addressed-by a law enforcement agency.
To say "a Central student is nine _times more likely to be
raped than a UW student" is grotesquely misleading. Rape is the
most underreported crime in our country. While many experts
agree that one in three womeri will be sexually assaulted at
some point in their lifetime, only one in 10 of the victims will
report it. CWU's Sexual Assault Response Commitment seeks

to address underreporting of rape by creating a safe environ- enced sexual assault last year alone. Rape reports are just thatment in which victims can make a police report.
reports. Ninety per cent of all rapes are unreported to police or
The article goes on to say that "no 1111:\jor (crime) prevention even to close friends. It is erroneous to conclude that large or
program is implemented year round." Again, this is a misrepre- medium sized universities have only one or two sexual assaults
sentation. Prevention efforts are implemented by the Wjldcat per year.
Wellness Center, the Empowerment Center, the Office of
Cont~ary to the reported statistics and conclusions, having
Residential Services and of course, CWU police services. This twice as many sexual assaults reported last year than other
year, a half-time staff member has been added to the department schools could- well mean that our students are more aware, conto address crime prevention efforts on a campus-wide scale.
cerned, proactive and trusting. Trusting of the Campus Police
That person is me. After spending more than ten years as a headed by Chief Rittereiser, the Assistant Vice President for
Crime Prevention Specialist and Public Information Officer Student Affairs and Enrollment Management-Keith
with a municipal law enforcement agency west of the moun- Champagne, the Health, Counseling and Wellness Centers,
tains, I know that crime rates are routinely taken out of context ASPEN and numerqus other programs and individuals that
without regard to. the many factors that influence them. I also serve students in crisis.
know that many times, a community's perception of crime will
It should also be noted that sexual assault programming is a
cause more fear than the actual occurrence of crime in the com- year around endeavor, not just the "single week" as proposed by
munity.
Mr. A!lwine. Every incoming 1st year student was exposed to
And so it goes with statistics. Burglary, theft, vehicle prowls sexual assault prevention and identification twice during preand vandalism rates at CWU have dropped substantially in the view week alone. Gail Farmer and Nicole Otto from the ·
past several years, despite an increase in population at CWU. Wellness Center, along with Rhonda McKinney and the counThis alone defies the laws of statistics. Crimes against persons . seling staff collaborate· with Residential Life, the E-Center,
remain low for a community of this size, and the personal safe: AUAP and others, in presenting programs like the "Red Zo~e"
ty of CWU community members remains the highest piiority all through the year.
for CWU police services.
In conclusion, we would like to remind Mr. Allwine that we
Still think you are likely to become a crime victim at CWU? are available to him, should he ever desire our counsel and
No one can promise that you won't, but I urge you not to let expertise about sexual assault or any other health, wellness,
your crime prevention habits be influenced by a single newspa- emotional and safety issue.
per article. Instead, give some serious thought to what you
Bob Trumpy, Director of Student Health and Counseling
could be doing to reduce your chance of being a victim at CWU, Services, Art DePalma, Medical Director Student Health
and everywhere else.
Center, Gail Farmer, Director of Wildcat Wellness Center and
I encourage everyone to become part of the solution. Learn Rhonda McKinney
about crime prevention efforts at CWU. Become involved in
student safety matters. Get the facts.
The issue of "equity" brought up
Chief Rittereiser and his staff fully support the community
oriented policing philosophy. The success ofcommunity orient- concerning Mcintyre's raise
ed policing depends on the community AND the police. Please,
Dear Editor,
become involved. If you have an idea, or a concern, or anything
The intention of my letter is simple. Is a $23,000 increase in
else you believe would contribute to safely at CWU, please
salary plus $10,000 deferred compensation" given to one indiemail me at chissuss@cwu.edu or call 963-2959.
In the meantime, know that your campus police are as ded- vidual equal to other individuals receiving a "plate of cookies
icated as ever to ensuring that CWU remains the safe commu- and a glass of punch?" The Board of Trustees has authorized the
salary increase and compensation for CWU President Mcintyre.
nity it has always been.
She
in turn authorized "cookies and punch" for all other
Shelby Chissus, Crime Prevention Specialist
employees
at CWU.
CWU Department of Public Safety and Police Services
At her President's address on Tuesday, Oct. 9, Dr. Mcintyre,
thanked Mike Reilly, ALL administrators, ALL faculRecent article raises concerns at the sincerely
ty, and ALL staff for their successful effort in achieving the
Health and Counseling Center and _ upturn in this year's enrollment. (Last year CWU's enrollment
was down considerably resulting in a large budget cut, which
the Wildcat Wellness Center
was in effect last year and continues this academic year.) To celebrate the victory Dr. Mcintyre invited all CWU employees to
CWU's Student Health & Counseling Center served over her home for "punch and cookies" on Wednesday, October 10.
59% of the individuals on the Ellensburg Campus last academOn Thursday, Oct. 11, the BOT minutes were published
ic year. Last year about 3,900 individual students came through from their Oct. 5 meeting. Gwen. Chaplin, chair of the BQT,
our doors an average of 3-4 times to receive physical and/of stated, "Recognizing that excellent leadership was a key factor
emotionaJ help for a wide variety of issues, including sexual in overcoming the unanticipated crisis in enrollment last year,
assault.
the trustees commended Dr. Mcintyre for her performance in
The Wellness Center serves thousands of students annually, difficult times and amended her contract to increase her comthrough programming, classes and individual sessions sur- pensation." No mention was made of compensating 1,200 other
rounding issues that include 1 but are not limited to, high-risk employees at CWU.
alcohol use and sexual assault response and prevention. Gail
CWU is currently experiencing a budget crunch. Civil serFarmer, Director of the Wellness Center, is also the campus sex- vice positions fail to keep parity with increased job responsibilual assault response coordinator.
ities, faculty salaries lag far behind salaries at our peer instituGiven the combined expertise and responsibility for provid- tions, civil service and faculty adjunct positions have been cut,
ing the ser.vices mentioned above, the Directors of the Student and department budgets were cut-apparently the only thing
Health, Counseling and Wellness Centers collectively take issue not cut was the President's salary.
with the tone, statistical analysis and some of the content of the
In these circumstances, healthy morale on campus is nearly
article by Steve All wine in the 1111/0 l issue of the "Observer." impossible to achieve.
Mr. All wine 'concludes that "A student is more likely to be
Finally, in compensating only Dr. Mcintyre, did the BOT
raped on this campus than at any other Washington State four- ·consider whether only Dr. Mcintyre's efforts improved enrollyear public university." He then goes on to state that "A Central ment, or is it simply that enrollment is up for ALL higher edustudent is nine times more likely to be raped than a UW stu- cation institutions? READ THE PAPER. "The baby boomer's
dent."
children have finally reached the age of 18 and are freshmen in
On the surface, these two statements raise some concern if college."
taken literally. We can't imagine that Mr. Allwine actually
So, again I ask you, "Is a $23,000 increase in salary and
intended the readership of the "Observer" to draw the same con- $10,000 deferred compensation for one person equal to punch
clusions about crime, especially sexual assault, extrapolated and cookies for approximately 1,200 people?" For once, wouldsimply from rates of reporting.
n't it be appropriate if things were equitable?
First of all, it is highly unlikely that any institution, urban
By the way, the salary increase was the BOT's poor decior rural, with a student population of 35,000 experienced only sion, not Dr. Mcintyre's.
two rapes last year. If we assume that 50 percent of the students
Jean Hawkins, Secretary
are female and use the most conservative national averages
Department of Information Technology
available on sexual assauit (3.5 percent annually) we would
expect th&t, at such a university, 612 female students experi-
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"If you don't like something, change it. If
you can't change it, change your attitude.
Don't complain."
- Maya Angelou

Billy Mac's juices

up downtown
Billy Mac's,
tucked away
next to the
Tav, provides
avariety of
all natural
drinks.

Stephanie West/
.Observer

Billy Mac's offers
homemade goodies
ari·d gallery art for ._
Ellensburg residents
by Jeremiah Per Dahlgren
Staff reporter
If you are tired of greasy French fries,
boxed macaroni, and the empty calories of
fast food, then you might want to consider

Belly dancing offers
an exotic alternative
to the everydaybump ·and grind
Maybe my exposure to Middle-Eastern
culture only extends as far as the Algerian
rai solo in Sting's "Desert Rose", and
maybe I've never done any dancing, but
that still didn't stop me from checking out
Ellensburg's very own belly dancing class.
I'll be honest, I had no idea what to
expect. Did I need to wear a sequined
bikini top and layers of gold jewelry, bling
bling? Would my body be able to comprehend the ·moves? And why am I and so
many others drawn to these classes?
Dance instructor Lila has been belly
dancing for six years. She didn't seek out
dancing but became a friend's apprentice
and dancing has since become a large part
of her life. Lila has worked with dance
troupes, studied in Egypt and now teaches

a fresh and welcoming alternative: Billy
Mac's Juice Bar and Gallery at 115 W. 4
Ave., next to the Tav. Not only does the
food taste great, it teems with nutritional
value. The decor relaxes, and the service
you'll get will put you completely at ease.
Maybe you have passed by this place a
dozen times on ~our way to the downtown
bars, but have you ever stopped in? If you
haven't, then you're in for a treat. If you
have, then you're in for a new treat,
because everything there, from the guests
to the special, constantly changes.
"Everything's homemade, very fresh,
and uses lots of organic fruits and veg-

her own classes at the Ellensburg Dance
Center. From these experiences Lila can
easily guess the reasons why people love
to belly dance.
.
"I think people want to feel something
out of the ordinary," Lila said. "And the
moves are very body-friendly."
I had yet to experience this bodyfriendliness, so I went to Lila's class.
After almost stumbling into men's theatre dance my ears catch the scintillating
sound of Middle-Eastern music and I follow it up the stairs. I'm late to class and
find eight- women in yoga-like poses,
stretching like cats in the sun. No sweat, I
think to myself, I can stretch.
After a few minutes of warming up we
are seated on the floor in a straddle. Lila
tells us to contract just one side of our butt
eight times, then the other side, then alternate, increase tempo, alternate more.
What? I'm not even sure if that kind of
movement is possible and definitely not at
a high speed. It is at this point that I realize belly dancing will not be easy.
In fact, as the class progresses I quick-

etable," Denise Maguire, the juice bar's are lightly grilled onions. It is a unique
owner and longtime Ellensburg resident dish that stirs the imagination.
Maguire first came across kosheri
said. "I do everything from scratch."
A look through her menu proves exot- while exploring the Khana KaLili market
ic and fascinating. How does a pineapple- in Cairo a few years ago with a local
papaya-orange smoothie sound? Or a car- guide. He led her up a flight of stairs in
rot-apple-kale-beet vegetable juice with the back of a building, through a corridor,
spirulina and echinacea? If you're in the and out onto a veranda that overlooked an
mood for something more than an energy - overflowing market below. Before she
drink, you can try the peppered turkey knew it, the tastes of kosheri consumed
sandwich, stacked with avocado, tomato, her. Now she enjoys passing the buck,
provolone, and sprouts or a black olive and ,an updated version of the kosheri
cream cheese, cucumber, sweet red bell recipe is on its way by e-mail from Egypt
pepper bagel.
soon.
Like her trip to Egypt, most everything
This only begihs to describe the
healthy, exciting culinary alternatives about Billy Mac's is pleasantly different.
Maguire offers. Soups and salads are In fact, it's difficult to find any fault with
mainstays and change daily on the spe- this place other than the fact that it's a bit
cials menu, bagels consistently satisfy too clean and Maguire, a bit too nice. Can
regulars, and several dishes stand out as a person die of kindness? Can she be too
nice for this world? If so, Maguire runs
especially tantalizing.
"For people who don't have $10 to th~ risk of being that one. The yellow and
spend for lunch, there's kosheri," Maguire rusty red brick walls, the quilts draped
over iron bars, and the original paintings
said.
For $2.50 you get an experience of the dotting the walls: all these set Billy Mac's
Mediterranean that will pleasantly remain apart, create an atmosphere that is g'enwith you long after you leave the kitchen. uinely soothing.
Maguire, of course, affectionately welKosheri, a native food of Egypt and the
Near East, is a hot bowl of lentils, brown comes everyone who enters.
rice, and vermicelli heated with oil, papriSee CAFE, Page 70
ka, cumin, and red pepper flakes. On top

''

I think people want to feel
something out of the ordinary
and the moves are very
body-friendly.

ly learn that belly dancing is all about contraction. Contract your hip, back, side,
upper abdomen, butt. Now rotate the
motion, and figure eight.
"It's not as easy as it looks, it takes
training and study. Wherever you are
weak, you will start to feel tired," Lila
said.
Lila is beautiful and graceful as she
glides acros_s the floor offering patient
advice and encouragement. I know that I
am jerking and gyrating quite ungracefully, yet I continue because, let's face it;
belly dancing is unlike anything I've ever
tried before. I now understand why people
fill Lila's classes each session.

''

-Lila

As the class is coming to a close, I start
to think that maybe I'm getting the hang_
of the camel move and that my steps and
contractions are just a little bit
more ... dance-like? So what ifI don't have
a fringed scarf wrapped around my waist
to shake and sway as I practice my eightpoint turns, I',m having fun.
Don't expect me to try my new moves
next Friday at the Pub, although if I were
in a Lebanese dance club I'm sure they'd
come in handy. That's the beauty of belly
dancing, exposure to something new.

See DANCE, Page 70
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itifi Waking up to smell the coffee

takes on a whole new meaning
Drab music of every kind has
been thrown at you for the past few
months with no real hope to spark
anything but your gag reflex, so
"Wake Up and Smell the Coffee."
The Cranberries are back with a
vengeance, and a little sweet surrender, to add a little perkiness to the
ever so bland music scene.
From mellow and reserved to

energ1zmg and mysterious, The
Cranberries first new album in two
years, "Wake Up and Smell the
Coffee," breathed new life into the
worlµ of music when it graced record
shelves for the first time on Oct. 16.
Their first single to liven up the
airwaves, "Analyse," came equipped
with a head-bobbing beat and
melody to match the lyrical texture

and depth only the Cranberries can upbeat and edgy sound is ideal for a
create.
morning jog or to just wake yourself
"Wake Up and Smell the Coffee" up before class.
is filled to the brim with similar
Of all the music I have heard in
heartfelt and soul revealing lyrics, the past few months, I would have to
but the overall effect of the album • give The Cranberries two thumbs up
can speak to any mood on any given for their delivery of a brilliant and ·
day. The album's title track speaks to refreshing cup of joe to a stagnant
me in a "get µp and do something pool of mushy goo that we just might
with your day" sort of way. Its have mistaken for music.

"Wake Up
and Smell
the Coffee"
is available
anywhere
CD's are
sold.

From the far corne·r of the galaxy...
"Once upon a time warp .. .ln a
galaxy very, very, very, very, far
away, there lived a ruthless race of
beings known as... Spaceballs.
Chapter Eleven
The evil leaders of Planet
Spaceball, having foolishly squandered their precious atmosphere,
have devised a secret plan to take
every breath of air away from their
peace-loving neighbor, Planet
Druidia. ·
Today is Princess Vespa s wedding day . Unbeknownst to the
princess, but knownst to us, danger
lurks in the stars above...
If you can read th.is, you don't
need glasses ... "

Useless
knowledge

for the
noodle
Is school really
worth it? Just ask
these rich and
famous high school
drop-outs...

So reads the opening sequence to sidekick, Barf (the late, great John
one ·of the greatest movies of all time. Candy), are hired to _rescue Druish
I know this movie is as old as hell (it Princess Vespa (Daphne Zuniga).
was released in 1987) and there are Princess Vespa was kidnapped by the
probably better options for movie evil Lord Dark Helmet (Rick
rentals, but if you don't want to Moranis) who is commanded by
spend a lot of money renting a new President Skroob (Mel Brooks);
release, then "Spaceballs" is the way Lone Starr and Barf must save her in
to go. An original Mel Brooks mas- time to collect the reward and pay off
terpiece, "Spaceballs" parodies sci-fi loan shark Pizza the Hut.
movies from the 70s and 80s.
As I mentioned before, this movie
The plotof this movie is the usual has many references to sci-fi movies
guy rescues girl, girl falls in love . of the past. Be sure to look for some
with guy crap, but the characters and civilized primates from "Planet of
jokes are worth the 99 cent rental the Apes" and a can-can dancing
price. Here we go, the short-sho~t creature that reminds you of
version: Space-bum Lone Starr (Bill "Alien."
Pullman) and his Mawg (half-man,
fokes and characters are constanthalf-dog; he's his own best friend) ly attributed to "Star Wars;" think of

Lucille Ball, Drew
Barrymore, Beck,
George Carlin, Jim
Carrey, Cher, Sean
Connery, Gary Cooper,
Tom Cruise, Roger
Dal try, Johnny Depp,
Carrie Fisher, Redd
Foxx, Aretha Franklin,
Jackie Gleason,
Whoopi Goldberg, Cuba
Gooding, Jr., Gene -

Lord Dark Helmet as Darth Vader's
third cousin, twice removed. Look
for references to Max Headroom,
Kentucky Fried Chicken and every .
other movie Mel Brooks has ever
made. Also be sure to keep an eye out
for the guy from the Police Academy
movies who makes random noises
with his mouth.
'This movie has memorable lines
that you will find yourself reciting on
a daily basis.
If it has been awhile since you
have seen this movie, rent it again for
some gutbusting laughs. Or turn off
your "virgin alarm" and see it for the
first time.
. MAY THE SCHWARTZ BE WIT_H
YOU...

"Spaceballs"
is available
at your local
video store.

Hackman, Billy Joel,
Sophia Loren, Loretta
Lynn, Dean Martin,
Marilyn Monroe, Demi
Moore, Al Pacino, Joe.
Pesci, Paula
Poundstone, Keanu
R~eves, Roseanne,
Sylvester Stallone,
Quentin Tarantino,
John Travolt,a, Tracey
Ullman, Bruce Willis

courtesy of www. uselessknowledge. com
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•Instructor Season's Pass
•Instructor In Season Training
•Staff Accommodations
•Great Way to Meet New People
•Midweek and Weekend Schedules
Available
•Located at Summit Central on
~noqualmie Pass
Webbski is looking for additional ski and snowboard instructors for the
upcoming season. We have an excellent training program starting on
November 13th to get you ready for teaching ... a great way to afford
skiing or riding on a college budget.
Call us today at 800.473.6157 or e-mail us on our website:webbski.com

Avoid the hassle. Order as soon
as you have your schedule. Pick
up and pay for your books and
other supplies at the same time,
in ~he same place.

DEFINING CONVENIENCE
111

E. 8TH Ave. • 925-9851 or 800-858-2427 • www.jerrols.com
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Fashion,
turn to
the left

DANCE: Ancient dance
takes hold of Ellensburg
Continued from page 8
"I have a whole new awareness and appreciation for the Middle Eastern culture," Lila
said. "It is a huge subculture even here in
America."
Middle Eastern dance often includes elements from different regions of the world that
may give the dance an Oriental, North African
or folk flare. This freedom to incorporate a
dancer's own references and experiences into
each dance makes it very rewarding.
After my first exposure to belly dancing I
feel just a little bit more cultured and of course
more than a little bit sore. Wow, contracting
really does the trick. Most of all, I enjoyed
every twisting minute of the dancing. Who
knows, with a few more classes, finger cymbals
might make their way to the top of my
Christmas list.
Lila's classes offer a great introduction to

by Melissa Chamber~ Staff reporter ·
November is here and the weather has been
getting steadily colder. With the cold weather
here so are winter fashions. Let's pack away
the summer gear and bring out the winter
styles.
This is the problem with trends: everyone
has the same clothes. Chances are most students who watch the trends shop at the same
stores and purchase the same items. Once
enough people have purchased the same cloth. ing everyone notices and it becomes a trend.
To avoid this problem look for new ways to
incorporate trendy items with each other.
The season's best styles can be found in
basic colors for day and rich, vibrant colors for
evening. The basic black, _navy, chocolate
brown, charcoal, and camels are colors you
can't go wrong with for day or evening. These
fabulous colors are versatile with almost any
hue. For evening reds, purples, gold, and silver
are your best bet. Look for theses colors · in
winter trends.
Classic chic is back, ladies. Turtlenecks,
pea coats, tailored pants and boots are all sexy
items for the winter months. _Turtlenecks take
on the appearance of heavy ribbed materials,
where the classic navy pea coat makes its stand
once again. A tailored pair of pants is only
complete with the perfect compliment of the
right shoe. Try,,a pair of mid-calf boots or
knee-high boots.
Evening brings romance, glamour and sex
appeal to the wardrobe. Satin, velvet and lace
are popular fabrics to achieve these looks. Low
cut necklines, fitted styles, and flowing styles
will turn heads at any event you attend. Ladies
the only advice is to buy the right size. The
wrong size can draw attention to areas that you
don't want.
Are you looking for the newest fall fashions
and can't find the time to read a magazine?
That is why I am here. I will be writing a fashion column each week for the rest of the quarter. The column will feature fashions, makeup
tips, and hairstyle reports.

belly dancing.
She is also
available for
private or specialty lessons
to emphasize a
certain style.
If you are
interested in
trying .something new or
just learning
about MiddleEastern dance
check out her
Photo courtesy of rakslils.com
class schedule
at Ellensburg Lila (above), has
Dance Center been belly dancing
(509)
962for six years.
9033 or visit
Lila's web site: www.rakslila.com

CAFE: Serving healthy and
wholesome alternatives ~o
hungry E~lensburg customers
Continued from page 9
"People can watch me do all their cooking,"
she said at the kitchen counter, which juts forward toward the eating area. "This is just my
kitchenette.''
Guests feel her warmth, and that has led her
to become something of a mother to h~r clientele. Her customers, she explains, are loyal,
appreciative and "so nice." Preparing healthy,
good-tasting food with a kind heart, like tends
strongly to beget like.
'Tm· very mothering," she said, smiling,
"what am I going to do when my kids leave?"
Maguire worked other jobs before opening
Billy Mac's. She plugged and chugged numbers in a high-rise in Seattle and worked a night
job waitressing in Roslyn . when "Northern

Exposure" made the town famous, rowdy, and
mischievous. Those were good times, she said,
"Fun jobs that I always loved."
It's hard to imagine Maguire not enjoying
her work. Like the nutrition derived from the
food she prepares, she gives off a nurturing
vibe: joy and happiness. These and her sense
of fun keep her going.
"I'd love to take some Asian cooking classes," she said. She proceeds to explain a new
cold-brewing process for coffee, which she has
started to sell recently.
Her experimentation will go on and on,
hand-in-hand with serving hungry customers
· looking for healthy alternatives. If you're
looking for something more wholesome and
sound, you'll be happy with what you find
there.

CAN'T GET
ENOUGH SCENE
STORIES? Go TO
THE OBSERVER
ONLINE FOR
MORE

Cloud,
Tectonics

www.cwu.edu/"'Observer

"Rivera •.. has
found a voice to
probe the mystery of
the kind of love that
stops your heart as
surely as it does your .
sense of time and
, space."
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America, 5:15 p.m.,
SUB 216

·Tuesday

(ALEN DAR
"Cloud Tectonics"
7 p.m. McConnell
Auditorium, $8 students, $9 seniors, $10
general
Summit at
Snoqualmie Job
Recruiting, SUB Pit
FASA Club
Meeting; 5 p.m., SUB
209
College Assistance
Migrant Program
Meeting, 4 p.m.- 6
p.m., Chief Owhi
Room (SUB)
Psychology Club,
12 p.m., Psych. building
American Indian
Science & Eng.
Society (AISES), 3
p.m.,. Farrell Hall
Winter Fest
Activities Fair, 10
· a.m.- 3 p.m., SUB, free
Outdoor Adventure
Film Fest presents
Warren Miller's "Cold
Fusion," 7 p.m.
McConnell
Auditorium, $7 CWU
students, $9 general
Thursday Night
Thing (TNT) Chestnut
Street Baptist Church

Nov.13

Notice of Graduate
Orals, 4 p.m., Sci 101
United Parcel
Service Job
Recruitment, 9 a.m.4 p.m., Chief Owhi
Room (SUB)

Saturday
Nov. 1·0
CWU Football vs.
Simon Fraser Univ., 1
p.m., Tomlinson Field

Exploring Music
Preschool Class, 5: 15
p.m.-6 p.m. Hertz Hall

Men's Basketball
Alumni Night, 7
p.m., Nicholson
Pavilion

Starbucks hosts
coffee specialist.
Music, coffee, pastries, gifts. 7 p.m.

University
Bookstore Closed for
Veteran's Day
Weekend

Notice of Graduate
Orals, 3 p.m.-5 p.m.,
Lind 215

University
Bookstore Closed for
Veteran's Day
Weekend

"Cloud Tectonics"
8 p:m., McConnell
Auditorium
Books for
Breakfast, 8-8:30
a.m., every Friday
morning, contact
Service-Learning
Center in SUB 1O~

"Thanks-ForGiving" starts
Fashion
Merchandising Club,
3 p.m., Michaelsen
126

"Cloud Tectonics"
8 p.m. McConnell
Auditorium

American Society
of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME), 5
p.m., Hogue 219

Calendar Announcements

Swing Cats, 6:45
p.m., SUB Ballroom

Email your cale.ndar announcements to
observer@cwu.edu by Monday noon prior to the issue
you want to be in.

Rodeo Club, 7
p.m., SUB 204

"An Evening with
Stephen Koch:
Professional
Snowboarder and
Mountaineer," 7
p.m., Club Central
(SUB), $3 CWU
Students, $4 General

Notice of Graduate
Orals, 3: 15 p.m.- 5: 15
p.m., Lind·215 and
2:30 p.m., Black Hall
208-2

CAH Faculty
Speakers' Series,
"From Coolie to
Cortez: The American
West and Chinese
Colonialism in
Southeast Asia, 19201937," 4 p.m.- 5: 15
p.m., Black Hall 114

Tuesday Classic
Film Series presents
"The Tao' of Steve," 7
p.m., McConnell
Auditorium
Association of
Construction Mgrs., 7
p.m., Hogue 220

United Parcel
Service Job
Recruitment, 9 a.m.1 p.m., SUB FASA
Club Meeting, 5 p.m.,
SUB 209

Namekemono
Amime Club, 7 p.m.,
Black 150

Observance of
Veteran's Day
. NO SCHOOL!!!

Advising for Winter
Quarter, All day, SUB
211

m

Student
Washington
Education
Association, 8 p.m.,
Black Hall
Lutheran Student
Ministries, 7 p.m.,First
Lutheran Church, Free

Wednesday
Nov. 13
Papa John's
Coffeehouse, 8 p.m.,
Club Central
Bowling Club, 4
p:m., Rodeo Bowl
Geology Club, 5
p.m., Lind 102

Thursday
Nov.15
I

Black Student
Union Meeting, 6
p.m., Student Village
Multipurpose Room
Expl~ring Music
Preschool Class, 5: 15
p.m.- 6 p.m. Hertz Hall
119

Holiday Dinner,
4:30 p.m.- 7 p.m.,
Holmes Dining Hall
Vocal Jazz One in
concert, 12 p.m.- 1
p.m., SUB, Free

Public Relations
Student Society of

L---------~~-------,-r~-------------------------------1
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I
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SKIPPERS INVITES STUJ;:>ENTS & FACULTY
· TO
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:

I
I
I
I

Present Student ID at:
Skippers
1210 S. Canyon Rd
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I
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS & FACULTY

: •

ON ALL NON·DISCOUNTED MEALS .
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A River .Runs ·rhrough It
Flowing through the Kittitas Valley, the
Yakima River is a fly fisherman's playground
by Jesse Pedersen
Staff reporter

The anglers who venture out in the Yakima
River Canyon are finding plenty of rainbow trout
nipping at their lines.
"The Yakima River is_great for rainbow trout
fishing in the fall," Shawn Mitchell, co-owner of
Evening Hatch Guide Services, said. "Fishing in
the Yakima River Canyon is especially good right
now, or so I have heard. I hear a lot of second hand
information from the guides who come back in the
afternoon. 'They have been spending a lot of time
down there lately."
Fish that are open for the season in the Yakima
River Canyon are coho salmon, whitefish, trout and
bass. Not all waterways are open for fishing.
Washington state rules and regulations should be
checked for open locations.
Fishing reports are available for the local area
with information on what is open for the current
season ~nd what is currently biting. Reports can be
accessed year round on the Web at www.creeksideangling.com, www.theeveninghatch.com and
www.woga.org. Check these sites for information
on what type of fly to use and where to use it.
"The best fly to use for fly fishing right now is
the Blue Winged Olive," Adam Fahlenkamp,
Worley-Bugger Fly Co. employee, said. "The
guides have been using them a lot."
There (ire.several guide services available in the
local area. The Evening Hatch, Dave Duncan and
Sons, Lone Wolf Hunting and Fishing Guiding
Services, and Worley-Bugger Fly Co. are located in
Ellensburg and are available for guiding trips in
many areas of the Northwest.
"Guides can teach you so much but they are
expensive," Mitchell said. "There are two people
usually in a boat with the guide for eight to 10 hours.

During those eight to 10 hours you can learn a
years worth of knowledge in just one trip."
If paying for a guide is too expensive, there is a
fly-fishing class taught by Jack Mitchell at Central
Washington University. The class meets once a
week. The students learn how to cast a fly rod
choose the right fly.
"The book he uses in class describes the different types of flies," Shawn Mitchell said.
Fishing licenses, along with Washington State
rule and regulations pamphlets, can be purchased in
Ellensburg at Fred Meyer, Bi-Mart, and Rite-Aid.
Worley-Bugger Fly Co. will be selling fishing
licenses starting in April.
Fishing license costs in Washington range
depending on age and state residency. Freshwater
fishing licenses for Washington state residents aged
16 to 69 costs $21. 90 per year. Washington state
resident youth or senior citizen freshwater fishing
licenses can be purchased for $5.48. Two-day passes can also be purchased for fishing in Washington
state for $6.57.

Matt Smith/Observer

Adam Fahlenkamp
demonstrates casting
technique in front of
the Worley-Bugger Fly
Co. Fahlenkamp guides
fly fishing trips on the
Yakima River for
Worley-Bugger.( above)
Fly fishermen use specialized reels and bait
for their sport.(right)
Flies are carefully hand tied to replicate a n insect. A good fly in
combination with good casting will simulate the real thing.(left)

MOTORS Inc.
l 05 s. Main St.
Ellensburg
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Football:

November 10 vs. Simon Fraser 1 p.m.

Volleyball:

November 9 @ University of Alaska-Anchorage
November 10 @ University of Alaska-Fairbanks

· Swimming:

November 9 vs.Simon Fraser 6 p.m.
November 10 @ Washington State University

Wrestling:

November 10-11

Basketball:

November 10 Men's Alumni Night 6 p.m.

@

Highline (Yakima Valley)

Winter sports .preview
Men's basketball team promises
exciting., fast-paced games this fall
by Casey Steiner
Staff reporter

Swimming toward a solid season
by Susan Bunday
Staff reporter

who finished sixth in the women's 200 butterfly at last season's NCAA division II nationals,
holds the school record in the 100 (: 58.54) and
Strong newcomers and talented returners 200 (2:07.88) butterfly.
have combined to form a powerful 2001-02
Senior Nathan Moxley will lead the men.
swim team.
Moxley finished 13 in the 200 breaststroke in
Dominated by underclassman, the Wildcats the consolation finals at the national meet last
will focus on gaining
season.
collegiate experiSophomore
ence.
Matt Kolkoske
Depth is the
will also be a
theme of Central
strong point for
Washington
the men in the
University's men's
sprint freestyle
and women's swim
and butterfly.
teams,
recruited
Central will
heavily during the
fare well this seaoff season.
son, as long as
"We focused on
freshmen
stay
not just getting good
healthy
and
swimmers in generreturners
continue
Observer file photo
al, but ones that
to improve. The
The
swim
team
is
hoping
to make a
filled specific inWildcats
need
need areas," Coach splash at Nationals this year.
more depth in the
Candi Eslinger said.
sprints if they are
Freshmen will be relied on this season, in going to be any sort of threat this year.
order for Central to be competitive. Kristen Strength in the individual medley will help pull
Landers, Brianne Kelson, Shelbi Settlage and the team along.
Kyle Munsch were all four-year varsity com"Our goal for the season is to see how many
petitors in high school.
people we can get to the national meet,"
"I think that freshmen will contribute a lot Eslinger said.
to the team this season," Munsch said.
With the loss of only a few seniors at the
For the women, experience can be found in end of the season, look for the Wildcats to be a
junior co-captain Vicki Schmaltz. Schmaltz, title contender in years to com~.

Expect an exciting up-tempo pace from this
year's edition of men's basketball at Central
Washington University.
"I think we're more athletic," Greg
Sparling, head coach said. ."You'll see more
points on the board. This team is going to be
very exciting to watch. If you like up-tempo
basketball you are definitely going to like this
team."
Central has been picked to finish·third in the
Great Northwest Athletic Conference according to a preseason coach's poll. The Wildcats
will look to prove all doubters wrong on their
way to a conference and national championship.
"The ultimate goal is to win a national
championship," Sparling said. "I expect our
team to win the GNAC. I think our team has
the tools to do it. Preseason polls can be
thrown out the window. It's where you're at at
the end that counts."
Wildcat fans .have a reason to be enthusiastic about the 2001-02 basketball squad as well.
Crowd favorite Justin Thompson, a preseason
All-American pick by coach Sparling, returns
this season finding himself surrounded by a
supporting cast full of new faces. Central lost
all but Thompson from its starting squad last
year. Thompson will play his senior season as
the top-returning scorer in the conference at
19.5 points peq~ame.
"It's going to be a whole new looking
team," Sparling said. "You'll see familiar
faces, but there will be some new faces too."
Point guard Scott Freymond, a transfer
from Whatcom, is expected to make an impact
the second he steps on the court.
"He'~ really going to push the tempo of the

game,"
Sparling
said. "He's a
scoring point
guard."
Terry
Thompson, a
6'3" junior
guard · from
Edmonds ,
"is a flat-out
scorer and
will qui.ckly
become
a
c r o w d
favorite with
his athletic i s m , "
Sparling
Observer file photo
said. Central
will have a Senior JL!stin
more diffi- Thompson is ready to
cult
time lead the Wildcats to a
than
ever
winning season.
reaching the
48-team
~ational tournament. The GNAC does not
receive an automatic berth in the tournament.
"This year's league is going to be exciting
from the fans standpoint because there are
some great teams competing," Sparling said.
Wildcat fans can catch their first glimpse of
Central basketball this weekend in Nicholson
Pavilion where the annual Alumni Night game
will be played at 6 p.m. An intersquad game
will follow at 7 p.m. The season officially
begins Nov. 17 when Central hosts Northwest
College in Nicholson Pavilion at 7 p.m.
"We've got to take care of business from
the beginning of the season all the w~y to the
end," Sparling said.

New coach: for wrestlers
by Meredith Willingham
Asst. Sports editor
The wrestling team has a new coach this
year in Jay McGuffin, a standout high school
state champion. Former head coach Kevin
Pine left last season after seven years at
Central.
Matt Ballard, a second-place finisher at
last year's NCAA Div. II Nationals, was the
only key loss for the squad.
Returning for the Wildcats are sophomores Ross Kondo and Ty Robers, juniors
Kyle Smith, Shane Jaime, Ada~ Caterlin,
and senior Cole Denison. These are projected
to make up half the starting lineup for this
season.
Freshmen Kris Matthews and Josh Brock
are the two newcomers for the squad.
Matthews is a three-time state 2A champiOltand Brock placed at the state 3A meet twice

during his high school career.
The Wildcats will open their season 7
p.m., Nov. 10 against Highline Community
College at Yakima Valley.

Central wrestlers Ken Salvini
(left) and Ruben Dreyer grappie during M. onday's practice.
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Volleyball cOntil)ues to play in winnirig form
by Kalid Juma
Staff reporter

~

The
Central
Washington
University women's volleyball team
continued it's'recent dominance with
a couple of victories against Western
Oregon and Humboldt State. The
. Wildcats have won six of their last
seven matches and have catapulted
their league record to an astonishing
11-5:
"The team is working hard. They
have a lot to play for right now. We
just hope to play well this weekend
and hope that things work themselves out for the playoffs," . Head
coach Mario Andaya said.
Sophomore Gita Burke led the
team with 17 kills Thursday night in
the Wildcats' victory over Western
Oregon University.
Outside hitter Carolyn Mires
chipped in 25 kills and freshman setter Kate Reome was her consistent
self, delivering the ball to Burke and

Mires.
"Kate is definitely not playing
like a typical freshman. She is composed and is definitely one of the reasons we have had so much success
this season," Andaya said.
Burke rolled her confidence and
performance right into the Wildcats
league contest Saturday night against
Humboldt State University. •
Burke led Central with 20 kills in
their sweep over the Lumberjacks.
Reome popped off 50 assists contributing to the victory.
"Gita, the last half of the season,
has been such a force for us in the
middle. She is definitely making a
name for herself and has become one
of our go-to players offensively,"
Andaya said.
The Wildcat's final season matches will be on Fri. Nov. 10 when they
travel to the University of AlaskaAnchorage and Saturday, Nov. 11
when they take on the University of
Alaska-Fairbanks.

-Cross-country seaso~
ends with.top finishes
by Susan Bunday
Staff reporter
The Central Washington University cross-coutry men
_placed sixth at the NCAA Division II West Regional meet at
Lake Padden Park in Bellingham. The Wildcat women
placed ninth at the meet.
Seniors Tom Gaschk and Abby Bielenberg turned iq
Central's top two performances. Gaschk placed 12th in
32:5~ on the lOK course. Bielenberg took 13th on the 6K
course in 22:50.
"I really wanted a trip to Nationals, so its kind of frustrating to end the season so soon. I really wanted to break 23
minutes, so I was very excited about that," Bielenberg said
about her last race as -a Wildcat. Both runners earned spots
on the all-West Region team for their top 15 finish.
Stephanie Stine, freshman, was second for the Central
women, finishing 23 in 23:17. David Simmons, senior, was
the Wildcats only other top 20 finish. He placed 19 in 33: 10.
Optimism is high for the Wildcats in regards to next season. Only two of Central's men will be lost. to graduation,
while half of the women's team is returning.

Observer file photo

Head coach Mario Andaya has coached the-Wildcats to a 15-9 record _for the year. The
volleyball team is playing their last games of the regular season this weekend in Alaska
against the University of Alaska-Anchorage and the Uniyersity of Alaska-Fairbanks.

Fall intramurals
near end _of season

Football loses sixth
game of the season

by ()_sman Munroe
Staff reporter

by Casey Steiner
Staff reporter

The intramural sports championship battle came to an end this week for both flag
football and men's soccer. In flag football,
Sucks 2 BU and Cobra played in the championship, and Cobra won by 6 points. In
men's soccer, Sucks 2 Bu played against
team Pumas, who eventually won 1-0.
"It was exciting to watch both sports go
at it to see who is champ," John Duncan,
intramural director said. "It's also a great
idea for students that are competitive to
come out and be active." The outdoor intramural season came to
an end with a high number of participants
and a large amount of freshmen involved in
the program.

Division II athletics programs are
financed in the institution's budget
like other academic departments on
It was a tale of two teams. One, campus.
the University of California-Davis, a
"They're a large university.
Division II powerhouse ranked 15 -CWU is about 350 acres here on
nationally, was searching for its sixth campus. They have about 3,900 straight playoff berth. The other, acres," Zamberlin said. "In a couple
Central Washington University, had of years they're getting a new stadilost three of its last four games and um that will hold 15,000 to 18,000.
had been ultimately knocked out of With a large student body paying an
the playoff hunt after a loss to athletic fee they can raise a bunch of
Western Washington University on money. They have a lot of resources
Oct. 13.
'
to draw from."
The Wildcats were on their way
With 26,034 students, all of
-back to respectability after a 40-21 whom pay 30 percent more to attend
win against Humboldt ~tate their university, UCD has more
University. Central could mount a money to spend on its athletic prowinning season with three consecu- gram. And it showed.
tive victories to finish out the season.
The Aggies compiled 596 yards
But first they
of
total
had to break a
offense and
str_ing of four
enjoyed
consecutive
record setting
losses to the
performance
UCDAggies.
by quarterThe Aggies,
back
J.T.
with a 6-2 overO'Sullivan.
all record comUCD held a
- Head coach John Zamberlin
ing into the
27-13 lead at
g·ame, needed to
intermission
hold off the
and
never
Wildcats for an opportunity at a looked back, outscoring Central 21-0
showdown with WWU for a playoff in the second half.
bid November 10.
O'Sullivan, one of 24 candidates
In front of 6,250 fans at Toomey for the Harlow Hill Trophy, an award
Field the UCO Aggies flexed their given to the best Division II football
muscles and handed Central its sixth player in the cpuntry, threw for 335
loss of the season, pounding the yards on 19-of-28 passing and three
Wildcats 48-13. Central falls to 3-6 touchdowns. The all-time passing
overall as the disappointing season leader at UCD exceeded 10,000
continues.
yards passing for .his career before
With an enrollment of more than leaving the game at the end of the
26,000 students, UCD outmatched third quarter with his team up 41-13.
Central from the start. No school
"He's got that confident cockiwith a football program in the Great ness about him," Zamberlin said of
Northwest Athletic Conference has O'Sullivan. "He's a good player and
_ an enrollment of even half of that of he has some good receivers there for
UCO. In fact, the combined enroll- him to throw to."
ment of all GNAC universities with a
The Wildcats did their best to
football program is 32,524. UCO keep the game close in the first half.
has a definite advantage in recruiting Sophomore quarterback Dale Chase
to find quality athletes.
threw a pair of touchdowns to bring
"As a California based team in a Central to 20-13 early in the second
big city they have a larger area to
draw from," coach John Zamberlin
See FOOTBALL, Page 16
said.

"They are

where we
want to be.

GOING HOME
FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
LIGHT UP YOUR HOLIDAYS
WITH EXTRA CASH FROM UP5f
UPS IS LOOKING TO HIRE

SEASONAL DRIVER HELPERS
THROUGHOUT WASHINGTON
$8.50/Hour
• willing to work outdoors

• Must be at least 18 years

• Have access to a phone

• Must be able to

Visit us online at

www.upsjobs.com
Equal opportunity Employer

Ii~ up

of age

to 70 lbs.
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Soccer loses last home game in double overtime
by Matt Orren

Staff reporter
Central soccer finished their season with another heartbreaker at home. This one came by way of Humboldt State University
(9-9-1, 5-5-1 GNAC), beat the Wildcats 3-0 in a game played
earlier this season. The Wildcats played hard, but fell just short
in a 2-1 double overtime match.
There wasn't much offense in the first half as both sides went
without scoring. That changed quickly in the second half° when
HSU's Emily Kintscher put one in the back of the net just three
minutes after intermission. The shot went off the far post and
crawled across the goal line.
Central fought back with pressure on HSU's keeper, Mariah
Talbot. After Central's Val Lilly put a free kick in the box, Talbot
mis-played a clearing kick and sent it off of her own teammate
to score Central's lone goal.
The game came to a conclusion in the 107 minute of the
match when Humboldt State's Jenna Hunter scored an unassisted goal.
"We finished the year the way we started, with a double overtime loss. They finished with a great shot over Emily," coach
Michael Farrand said.
With the end of the season comes the end of a few Wildcat
soccer careers. Junior forward, _Amy Auckland ends her four-

year career with 68 matches played and 32 total
points. Senior Charissa Denhart also completes her
career with impressive numbers. Denhart played in
70 games and started in 62 of those.
"Charissa had a tremendous season. She started
all our games and didn't miss a minute," Farrand
said. "Amy did a lot for CWU soccer. They are
both tremendous_girls."
The Wildcats have a good group of returning
players: Stacy Wyman, Whitney Caron, Elizabeth
Medford and Esther Mohs are all returning for
another year of Wildcat soccer.
Coach Farrand is confident that the defense is
looking sound.
Central now begins their s~arch for recruits to
fill the holes left by graduates this year.
"We are looking for a midfielder and a forward.
We have a group from California coming up next
week and are getting a girl from Wyoming,"
Farrand said.
"We want to grow on our goal of this year. We
want to be first or second in the conference," coach
Farrand said. "We play in a tough conference, but
we need the toughness in our schedule so we can
go to the playoffs next year."
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Stephanie West/Observer

Midfielder Jessica Bayne, freshman, _dribbles the ball past
a Humboldt State defender during Centrql's double overtime, 2-1 loss last Friday.

Central Athlete of the Week
Patterson intercepts schoOl record against UC-Davis
by Stephanie Tokola

Sfaff reporter
In 1972 Pat Maki set Central
Washington University's interception
rec9rd with 19 career interceptions.
Fast-forward 29 years to the present,
and senior cornerback Jason
Patterson has broken the record and
set the new mark at 20.
Patterson broke the school record
during the first quarter of the
Wildcat's loss to the University of
California-Davis Aggies on Nov. 3,
and is ranked second in NCAA
Division II schools, with an average
of one interception per game.
Patterson has made interceptions in
seven of the nine games the Wildcats
have played. He had two interceptions in the win against Willamette
University on Sept. 8, and two in the
loss to Western Oregon University on
Oct. 20.
Patterson tied the school during
Central's Homecoming game win
over Humboldt State University on

10% DISCOUNT & FREE
CLAM CHOWDER!!!
Skippers invites students & faculty
to a free cup of clam chowder.
Present student ID at
Skippers
1210 S. Canyon Road
10% discount to students & faculty
on all non-discounted meals. #7 cpn
11/8
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FOR RENT: AWESOME 1
bedroom, 1 bath unit. High speed
T-1 connection, great location.
Call 962-9090 1111

Claalfled ids cost
tS50 for the flnt 15
words., plus 20 cents
for each 1ddl1IOD1I
word per Insertion.
Must be preplld.

Oct. 27. He tried not to think about
the interception record as the season
progressed because he did no(want it
to affect his play, but the more people
asked him about it, the more he
began to think about breaking the
record. It was hard for Patterson not
to realize he was one interception
away from tying the record before
the Humboldt State game.
"I had people talk to me before
the game and tell me they wanted me
to get it," Patterson said.
"Everybody kind of let me know."
Patterson's main responsibility as
cornerback is to cover the opposing
team's best receiver. He has recorded 34 tackles on the season, six coming in the win against the University
of Montana-Western on Sept. 29, and
six in the loss to Western Oregon
University on Oct. 20. He has run for
two touchdowns this season, one 26
yard interception return in the loss to
the University of North Dakota on
Aug. 31 and one 47 yard punt return
in the win over the University of

ODD JOBS WANTED: Help support
my education! Reasonable rates. 8993208
FOR SALE:
4-drawer dresser, $25; dining
table w/4 chairs, $25; full size
mattress, $50; 968-4952
WORD PROCESSOR: Super Power
Note by Brother. Desk & Chair.
Hewlett-Packard printer $275 obo.
962-8787
TWO 3'X4' HENRY WEINHARDT
PRIVATE RESERVE BEER
MIRRORS. Mint condition. Stop by
and make an offer in Stonebrook.
962-BEER (962-2337)
BOYS SINGLE BED w/mattress.
$60. Dresser, $20. Call 962-8787
1985 F 150. Strong running motor.

300ci, 6 cyl., $1200, obo. Call Josh,
962-5462

roles they haven't played," Patterson
said. "We're a young team this year,
and if we can win the next couple
weeks, we'll be fine."
Although key players on the team
have had to struggle through a number of injuries this season, Patterson
has stayed healthy and helped lead
the team to a 3-6 record. He said his
biggest challenge this year was trying to 'step into a leadership position.
He tried to lead by example and play
as hard as he could, whether during a
Photo courtesy of Sports Information
game or a practice.
Patterson received his first footSenior Jason Patterson has
ball experience in fourth grade when
had a record-setting season he joined youth football. He started
for the Wildcats.
out playing soccer, but when he realized all his friends were playing footMont~na-Western on Sept. 29.
ball, he decided to give it a try and he
Patterson had high expectations loved it from the start.
after the first game of the season and
Three memorable moments stick
he thought the team would be suc- out in Patterson's mind when he
cessful this year.
thinks back over his many years of
"We've had a lot of injuries this playing football. He said he will
year; that's not an excuse to lose, but always remember his first collegiate
it's kind of hard having people fill in · interception and playing in the play-

1989 Ford Escort. New radio, new
parts,120K, $1500 OBO. Reason for
sale - got new vehicle. Call Tiffany or
George 933-4506

FOR RENT: AWESOME 1 bedroom,
1 bath unit. High speed
T-1 connection, great location.
Call 962-9090 1171
2 COMPUTERS FOR SALE:
233MHZ, 64MB ram, 30GB hard
drive, modem; $300. Also, 130MHZ,
32MB ram, 2GB hard drive; $125.
Both with Office 2000. 925-2002
FRATERNITIES-SORORITIES
CLUBS - STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

offs his freshman year.
"Humboldt State was a big
moment for me, after losing three
games in a row, getting a win our
senior year," Patterson said. "That
was one of my good moments."
Patterson is majoring in business,
but would prefer to us~ his business
degree as a back-up plan.
"My dream would be to go on and
play in the NFL or Canadian Football
or Arena League Football," Patterson
said. "And if I don't make it then at
least I can say that I tried."
Patterson has two more . games
remaining this season, including his
last game at home against Simon
Fraser University on Nov. 10 and a
game at Eastern Washington
University on Nov. 17.
He has become Central's all-time
career interception leader and he still
has the chance to add to it. If everything goes as he hopes ·in the future,
Patterson may be rewriting the professional record books as well.

_sttJdeNtSI
Need a place to Lllfe?
(iot So1"1etH•N3 to SeLL?
LooK•Ns · ror tr11e LOlfe?
TaKe ad\faNta3e or tHe
OLSerlfer'S Free cLaSSIF•edS For
StlJdeNtS oFFer.
CaLL 963-1026 toda~
BEDROOM AVAILABLE in
furnished University Park Apartment.
$307 .50 & 112 utilities per month.
899-3208.

DOYOUWANTTOBEA
MENTOR? Be a part of Bridges!
Work with children in the Lower
Yakima Valley. Contact Lois
Breedlove at 963-1046.
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Freshman swimmers ,
showing a strong start

FOOTBALL: Records broken,
but no win against UC-Davis

after spraining his big toe. Whether
or not he'll play this weekend is
unknown. The turf-toe-injury could
quarter.. The first came on a 25-yard take a while to heal.
pass · to freshman wide receiver
"It's hard for him to even walk,"
by Susan Bunday
He placed first in
Moses
Lewis. The second covered Zamberlin said. "We're going to x.Staff reporter
both the 100 (55.82) and
66 yards on a pass to fre~hman Brian ray it and make sure nothing is bro200 (2:01) freestyle.
Potucek.
ken. He'll have to take it day to day
The
Central
"I thought that
UCD, however, put seven more and see how it heals up."
Washington University
Nathan had a wonderful
points on the board after junior JUnA high point in the game for the
men's swim team (1-1)
meet. He is progressing
ning back Sean Holleman scored on Wildcats came from the defensive
won 113-90, as the ·
nicely," Eslinger said.
a 13-yard run giving the Aggies a 27- side of the ball.
women (0-2) losrl 10-94,
Freshmen made a
13 lead with 4:41 left in the second
Senior safety Jason Patterson
to the University of Puget
significant impact at the
quarter. The Wildcats completed a intercepted an O'Sullivan pass, givSound on Fri., Nov. 2.
Friday meet. ,Caleb
hail-Mary pass as time ran out in the ing , him 20 for his career, which
Central did not swim
Fenner won the 800
first half, but wide receiver Jake breaks Pat Maki's record set in 1972
their strongest line up in
freestyle ·in 9: 13.08.
Roberts was tackled just short of the and ranks third in modern Northwest
the meet, instead coach
The women's squad
end
zone.
Small-College history.
Candi Eslinger allowed
was led by Shelbi
Central
started the second half
"I was very happy for Patty,"
swimmers to participate
Settlage, who won both
with an impresZamberlin
in events that they don't
the
400
freestyle
sive drive. Wide
said. "I connormally compete in.
(4:40.76) and the 400
receiver Moses
g r a tu l at e·d
"This gives the swimin di victual
medley
Lewis caught a
him after the
. mers a chance to try out
(5:16.74). In the 100
pass
from
Chase
game
and he
different events. It's early
backstroke,
Brianne
on
a
fade-route
said
'I'd
in the season and this let's
Kelson took first in
for
a
touchwin.'
rather
us see if there is an event
1:08.96.
down. The offiYeah
he
that maybe they should be •
"It's a lot different in
cials
called
broke
the
doing instead," Eslinger
college than high
Observer file photo
Lewis for offenrecord, but at
said ..
school. I get a lot more
-Head coach John Zamberlin
sive pass interthat point it
Despite that, Eslinger
nervous than I used to,
ference
to
was kind of a
was still pleased with the The Wildcats lost to the University of
but I am very excited
negate
the
score.
Puget Sound last weekend. The team
hollow
overall finish of the meet.
with how I have been
A 35-yard field goal by junior Steve record."
"We weren't swiming will compete next weekend at home
doing," Kelson said of
Hickey
was missed on the ensuing
Pressuring Chase. throughout the
our strongest and we still against Simon Fraser and away at
her collegiate perforplay.
game with a strong pass-rush, the
didn't lose by much (on
mances so far.
Washington State University in Pullman.
"It was a big momentum swing," Aggies sacked the Wildcat quarterthe women's side). We
"The freshmen are
Zamberlin
said.
back four times. Chase finished the
can definitely· come back
contributing so much to
The
Aggies
dominated
the
rest
of
game with 316 yards on 24-of-42
and get them (University of Puget Sound) in our next the team. They are helping to give us added depth,"
the game. Holleman scored early in passing with two touchdowns and
meeting," Eslinger said.
Eslinger said.
the third quarter oh a 57-yard scam- two interceptions. Wide receiver
Individual success was the theme of Central's
Junior co-captain Vicki Schmaltz won both the 100
per that all but broke the spirit of the Jake Roberts caug~t nine ·of Chase'
meeti over the weekend, as four swimmers each won (59.69) and 200 (2:09.71) freestyle.
Wildcats.
passes for 141 yards.
two events.
Central's lone relay ¥ictory was in -the 200
l.JCD would run the score up to
Central will return home to host
Senior Nathan Moxley led the.men by winning the freestyle. The relay, that won in 1:41.89, consisted of
48-13 after touchdowns by wide Simon Fraser, 4-4 on the season, in
400 individual medley (5:02.35) and 400 free Moxley, sophomore Matt Kolkoske, and freshmen
receiver Michael Oliva and running the inaugural Chili Bowl at 1 p.m.,
(4:28.91). Sophomore Cliff Brooks was another two- Jesse Leary and Kyle Munsch.
back Justin Ferrari.
Saturday at Tomlinson Stadium.
The Wildcats compete at home on Fri., Nov. 9 .
event winner.
"They 4re a perennial Divisfon II
Coming off a 37-34 win over '
program that is always in the play- HSU the Clan will be looking for
offs," Zamberlin said. "They are their fifth w'in in their final game of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - where we want to be."
the season against the Wildcats.
"This last game at home is imporAfter running for 322 yards and
three touchdowns against HSU, tant," Zamberlin said. "We want to
senior running back Nat Conley was send our seniors out on a pqsitive
held to just 46 yards on 11 carries note."

Continued f~om Page 13

''we want to
send our
seniors out on
a positive
note.
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CWU DINING SERVICES
iNVITES.THE CAM'PUS COMMUN~T'I.
TO JOIN THE RESIDENCE HALL
STUDENTS
AT OUR ANNUAL

WILDCAT INFORMATION NETWORK
. On CWU Homepage click on Current Students and then WIN

To Obtain:

• Quarterly
.

Clas~

HOLIDAY BUFFET

Schedule
.
.

• QuarterJy Grade Reports

U'RS'DA'I, NOVEMBER I

• Billing Information

4:30'P-7:00'P
,'OLMES DINING HAL .

• Financial Aid Status
You must know your Student ID Number and PIN to access
•
•

Activate CWU Email in any CWU Computer Lab

To link CWU email account to other email source see:
http://www. cwu. edu/-cts/studenthelp. html#6

Financial Aid general information, renewal reminders, scholarship notices, and Registration
information will be mailed to our CWU Email.
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